RULE OUT YOUR COMPETITION

EOS 600D
Every so often, a photographer will chance upon an opportunity to tell a unique story that will forever be remembered in vivid colors and sharp details. With the EOS 600D, you could capture that unmissable moment just around the corner, thanks to the dynamic 3-inch wide Vari-ANGLE Clear View LCD monitor.

Now that you can easily rotate the monitor in virtually any direction, even novice camera users can discover the unfathomable wonders of a well-crafted still photo. Rounding out the EOS 600D experience are the advanced DIGIC 4 image processor and innovative Scene Intelligencer Auto shooting mode, all designed to help you achieve amazing, high-quality images.
STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY MADE EASY

The Power of DIGIC 4

At the heart of the EOS 60D is the stellar DIGIC 4 processor. It takes digital imaging to new heights with its fast rendering of fine details in high resolution and smooth Full HD video recording. With all of the hassle scaling to digital conversion process, the EOS 60D handily produces outstanding photos with finely graded color tones.

Class-Leading 18.0-Megapixel CMOS Sensor

In the spirit of Canon’s imaging supremacy, the EOS 60D adopts a generous 18-megapixel CMOS (APS-C-class) sensor that empowers you to take all manner of scenes from vast, breathtaking landscapes to close-up wildlife shots in explicit detail. Having a massive 18-megapixel resolution also means that you can still turn your photos into gallery exhibits even after cropping them.

Versatile Image-Recording Features

The EOS 60D’s versatility is compounded by its ability to save exposures in several states including at approximately 3.4-megapixel (1712 x 1388) and approximately 0.35-megapixel (720 x 480), perfect for uploading to your favorite social networking site or playback on digital photo frames.

A CLOSER CONNECTION WITH CONVENIENCE

3-Inch Wide Yori-Angle Clear View LCD Monitor

For exceptional recording and playback of images, the EOS 60D simplifies a crisp 3-inch wide Yori-Angle Clear View LCD monitor that contains over a million dots. The nifty Yori-Angle screen is also a welcome addition for various shooting angles to discover fresh framing perspectives, as this specially designed『hinges』allow it to be swivelled in almost any angle.

Effortless Live View Shooting

Since the EOS 60D supports Live View shooting in all modes, there’s no reason not to make it your default method of capturing image, especially for users accustomed to compact cameras. Furthermore, shooting in Live View mode lets you view 100% of your composition thanks to the 3:2 aspect ratio, so what you see in your screen is virtually what you get.

Ergonomically Constructed to Fit Any Shooting Style

As the EOS 60D illuminate, it doesn’t have to mean cumbersome. Despite boasting a dynamic 3-inch wide Yori-Angle LCD monitor, the camera is compact in size and light in feel. Together with the easy accessible buttons that encourage one-handed shooting, and the added 3mm of depth to the grip which improves handling, compact camera enthusiasts will feel right at home with the EOS 60D.
INTUITIVE INTERFACE MAKES LIFE SIMPLER

The Fully Automatic Scene Intelligent Auto Mode

A key part of Canon’s legacy of innovation is the Scene Intelligent Auto mode, a fully automatic shooting mode that takes full advantage of the EOS Scene Detection System, an integrated system that analyses the entire content of a scene including a person’s face, the scene’s brightness, Moreno Valley, scenic distance and color. This information is then rapidly processed by Scene Intelligent Auto to produce beautiful images that truly capture the essence of their surroundings.

Achieve Quick Results with Quick Control

With a dedicated Quick Control [Q] button, you never have to memorize the various shooting settings available. Regardless of the shooting mode you are in, simply press the [Q] button in any page of the shooting process and a menu of common essential parameters will appear, allowing you to instantly alter your final exposure with ease.

Feature Guide Ensures You Always Have a Next Step

The EOS 600D Feature Guide is Canon’s way of introducing new digital SLR users to the world of professional photography. By using Feature Guide OVM, you will have access to concise explanations for every function, letting you hone your photography skills with fewer trial-and-error mistakes.
YOUR PICTURE, YOUR STYLE

Picture Style

While it’s the way the colors in a composition seem to come together or the way an image is framed, every photograph has a distinct view that communicates a moment in time. With the EOS 600D’s refined Picture Style mode, you can craft images that do justice to your imagination.
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INDULGE YOUR INNER ARTIST

Creative Filters
Enhance your artistic tendencies in style with the EOS 30D's built-in Creative Filters. By altering your photos with cool effects, you can make life into living art. Every Creative Filter supports varying degrees of adjustment to allow your desired vision.

PROFESSIONAL-LOOKING SHOTS WITH NO EFFORT

Auto Lighting Optimizer
When faced with your lighting that doesn’t need to ruin your composition, just turn on Auto Lighting Optimizer to lightly expose the shadows in the darker areas of the scene. This is done by optimally adjusting the brightness and contrast of the entire image.

Highlight: Tone-Priority
In situations where it can be hard to accurately capture especially in settings with strong lighting conditions, the Highlight: Tone-Priority, the desire to capture a scene from the more accurately expressed as the dynamic range of this particular scene is expanded. This preserves the detail of the brightening areas.

Loss Peripheral Illumination Correction
Loss Peripheral Illumination Correction is a tool for the photography hobbyist, removing perspective effects in your scene. Due to the characteristics of each lens, the four corners of an exposure may appear darker (cornering). Name the need for Loss Peripheral Illumination Correction to enhance the brightness in these areas.

Creative Filters

- Gray & Black & White: Produces a new, graphic appearance with grayscale to convey a different vibe.
- Pink Light Effect: Infuses your image with an artistic, soft pink hue to your image composition in order to enhance your subject.
- Soft Focus: Adds a soft, tender tone to your image like shots of foggy scenes while maintaining the focus corners.
- Toy Camera Effect: Creates an optical illusion that makes objects in your scene look like miniature models.
- Black & White Effect: Offers a unique look to your images with a range of tones and effects.

Before

After
ALWAYS ONE STEP AHEAD OF ACTION

Great cameras don’t just capture pretty images. They must be ever ready to capture the action at hand. And once the action before the moment is gone. In that respect, the EOS 60D’s shutter shorter speed and smooth image rendering make it a fine image-capturing蹩together.

9-Point AF System
As the 9 extra points AF points and a generous spread out, you can effectively capture the action within the EOS 60D’s sensor in crystal clear clarity. The advantage of the system’s AF points is also optimized for 7.6 or better to further enhance your focusing accuracy.

63-Zone Dual Layer Metering
Measuring light via the novel and innovative 63-zone Dual Layer Metering system, the EOS 60D’s sensor in 63-zone dual-layer measuring. With the aid of the light metering modes, you can consistently achieve balanced exposure with every shot.

Exceptional ISO Performance
It means that a digital camera with large ISO is always ready for the action, flash should always be a last resort as improper external light can cloud the balance of all composition. Instead, take advantage of the EOS 60D’s Night-Mode ISO speeds. For naturally bright shots, a normal ISO 200-400 will bring to produce crisp images with white shine on dark subjects for the longer exposure by toning up the ISO (up to 12800).

3.7 Frames Per Second Continuous Shooting
Never miss another shoot by an extended display of your favorite memories. With the EOS 60D’s advanced DIGIC 4 image processor pushing the shutter unit to unprecedented fast speeds, you can now capture action-packed scenes at 3.7 frames per second in full resolution, more than enough to preserve your favorite action sequence. Fire off a maximum burst of up to 34 shots in JPEG/Fine or a once is RAW.

Relict Speedlite Transmitter with New “EasyWrint” Option
When a lack of ambient light makes it impossible to get a decent exposure, you can rely on both the EOS 60D’s on-board flash and built-in Speedlite Transmitter. With the latter’s ability to wirelessly control multiple external flash units via a new “EasyWrint” option, even lighting professionals can successfully cast the right degree of light on their subject for proper exposure.
FULL HD MOVIE RECORDING AT ITS FINEST

When still pictures cannot express the grandeur of your imagination, it’s good to know that video always helps to tell the complete story.

With the EOS 600D’s flexible video recording capabilities, you can be assured that your every creative whim is satisfied. Not only does the EOS 600D handle pull-off video capture in full 1080p HD quality at 24fps, 25fps or 30fps, it also enables incredible full motion at 60fps or 50fps when shot at 720p.

Marvelous Sound Recording and Playback

Audio from the internal stereo microphones which tightly capture every detail for video, from the luxury of snatching an external microphone for professional, studio-quality sound. In addition, the recording sound level can be adjusted to ensure consistencies while a wind filter is included to suppress petty wind noise. Playback is made even more enjoyable by fine-tunes with the now audio-attaching “Dust Remote”.

Video Snapshots Preserve Precious Bite-Sized Moments

Half the fun of video recording is sharing it with friends and family. Here you can take short video clips of 1, 2, or 5 seconds, which then together and woven your short movie with background music – all within the EOS 600D’s easy interface.

Advanced Movie Crop

The Advanced Movie Crop gives you another reason to shoot in any 1080p resolution. By maximizing Full HD resolution, Advanced Movie Crop lets you magnify the movie between 3 to 16, giving you the opportunity to get up close to your subject with minimal loss of image quality.

Hana, Advanced Movie Crop
An event
The shoot
SHARE YOUR PRECIOUS PHOTOS WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS

Share your precious photos with family and friends in this exciting new era of digital photography. Canon’s EOS 60D offers a host of features that make it an ideal choice for capturing memories that will last a lifetime.

RELISH IN THE COMPLETE EOS EXPERIENCE

There is no disputing the EOS 60D’s place in the prestigious line of EOS digital SLR cameras. With its powerful performance and extensive range of features, the EOS 60D is the perfect tool for achieving your photography goals.

In-Lens Image Stabilization

Canon’s universally labeled in-lens image stabilization (IS) system, found in many Canon lenses, is an indispensable feature that allows photographers to effectively correct unwanted camera shake, effectively reducing an end to blurry photos.

Optional Accessories

Speedlite ELIX

External variable flash unit with an integrated LED light for continuous illumination during video recording. A Remote Release button triggers the cameras from afar.

Speedlite ELIX II

Compact and lightweight flash unit that is easy to carry and works with any EOS camera. Also features a Remote Release button for added convenience.

Battery Grip BG-60

Provides additional power source that is easy to use as a sturdy vertical shooting grip.

Remote Switch RS-60E3

Avoids accidental camera shake by letting you capture images away from the camera.

DC Coupler DR-66

Connects to the power adapter to supply uninterrupted power for those long photo shooting sessions.